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ABSTRACT
In building robust classifiers for computer-aided detection (CAD) of lesions, selection of relevant features is of
fundamental importance. Typically one is interested in determining which, of a large number of potentially
redundant or noisy features, are most discriminative for classification. Searching all possible subsets of features
is impractical computationally. This paper proposes a feature selection scheme combining AdaBoost with the
Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (MRMR) to focus on the most discriminative features. A fitness
function is designed to determine the optimal number of features in a forward wrapper search. Bagging is
applied to reduce the variance of the classifier and make a reliable selection. Experiments demonstrate that by
selecting just 11 percent of the total features, the classifier can achieve better prediction on independent test
data compared to the 70 percent of the total features selected by AdaBoost.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer ranks as the second leading cause of cancer related death in western countries.1 Most colorectal
cancers begin from benign polyps in the colon that develop into cancer over time. Early detection and treatment
can significantly improve the prognosis of colorectal cancer patients. In recent years there has been much interest
in CT Colonography (CTC), which scans the whole abdomen after cleansing and air insuﬄation of the colon and
provides an interior view of the colon.2 Polyps can then be detected by a clinical reader who examines the CT
data using advanced visualization software that provides both 3D endoluminal views of the colon as well as 2D
multi-planar reformatted slices, as shown in Figure 1.
Although CTC has been demonstrated to be an effective colorectal screening approach,3 it is possible for the
clinical reader to fail to detect lesions, due to the large quantity of data generated (typically 800 - 2000 images
per patient). In recent years a number of computer-aided detection (CAD) prototypes4–6 have been developed
and demonstrated potential to identify suspicious colonic lesions (polyps and masses) with clinically acceptable
detection rates. Typically these schemes start from a colon segmentation and then generate candidate regions
around the colon wall based on geometric measures. From the candidate regions, various extracted features
are then sent to a classifier to remove false regions to produce the final detection results presented to the user.
The number of features is usually quite large. Some features are highly discriminative, while others are less
relevant, useless, or even harmful. Therefore, selecting a set of good features is crucial to improve the classifier
performance by reducing computational complexity and enhancing generalization to new data.
Recently, genetic algorithms (GAs) have been proposed for feature selection in CAD.7–9 By representing a
subset of features as a chromosome, a GA converts the problem of searching subsets in the feature space to
an optimization problem to find the best gene. Each gene is evaluated by a fitness function determined by the
classifier performance.10 These studies show that the models trained from the resultant subset of features can
outperform the models trained from the full feature set.
In this paper, we propose a feature selection scheme employing Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance
(MRMR),11 an approach based on information theory. The features that have strong relevance on the target
class and are minimally redundant are recursively selected to generate a ranking of the features. The data is
projected into the selected subspaces and fed into an Adaboost classifier. The performance of the classifier on
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Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the small bowel (intestine) and colon. Notice that the small bowel is framed by the colon in
this coronal view. Public domain image courtesy of the U.S. government. (b) Illustration of axial section image of CTC.
(c) Colon segmentation, with overlaid marks displayed in CAD. (d) Visual example of detected polyp.
validation data and the number of selected features are used to estimate a fitness value as a metric to determine
the optimal number of features in a wrapped forward search. A bagging approach is applied to address the
variance of data and make a reliable feature selection. Results demonstrate better performance using merely 11
percent of the total features when evaluated on independent test data.
The content of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the AdaBoost classifier and the MRMR
feature selection method. Section 3 describes our scheme for feature selection and the classifier. Section 4
presents our experimental results. We then conclude the paper in Section 5.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1 AdaBoost
Adaptive boosting (AdaBoost), introduced in 1995 by Freund and Schapire,12 is a serial ensemble approach that
builds an additive model. It begins by training a weak learner on a data set to generate a hypothesis h1. The
distribution of weights of the training samples is updated by a function of the classification error. This ensures
that misclassified samples have larger weights so that the classifier can focus to separate the difficult examples.
A next hypothesis h2 is generated by training a weak classifier on the same set of samples again but with the
updated weight distribution. This process continues iteratively until a target error bound or maximum number
of rounds has been reached. The final hypothesis H is formed by linearly combining the set of hypotheses (h1,h2,
... ht) generated at each round with their weighted votes.
Conventional AdaBoost combines two tasks: selecting features and building a strong classifier. However, a
weak learner only considers a single feature by choosing an optimal threshold to minimize an error function.
This greedy search strategy renders the classifier susceptible of being trapped by local minima, especially when
the data is noisy.
2.2 MRMR
The MRMR approach introduced by Peng,11 who extends work from Battiti13 and Kwak and Choi,14 solves
the feature selection problem using information theory. In information theory, mutual information measures the
statistical dependency between two random variables. The problem of feature selection can be interpreted as a
search for a subset of features that jointly have the largest dependency on the target class (polyps, in our case).
However, the difficulty of estimating multivariate densities accurately makes the computation difficult, especially
for continuous features. Instead of seeking maximum dependency, the method seeks a subset of features that are
maximally relevant on the target class but for which the features within the subset are minimally redundant.
According to information theory, the mutual information between two random variables x and y can be
defined as
I(x; y) =
∫∫
p(x, y) log
p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)
dxdy (1)
where p(x), p(y) represents the probability density function of x and y respectively, and p(x, y) is the joint
probability density function. To find a best single feature among a set of features (x1, ..., xn) to separate class
c, one can search for the largest mutual information I(xi; c) that represents largest dependency between feature
variable xi and target class c. The best m relevant features can be found using
max D(S, c), D =
1
|S|
∑
xi∈S
I(xi; c). (2)
where S represents the full feature set. This equation gives the best subset of features that are most relevant
to the target class. However, it doesn’t describe the redundancy among features. Although two features may
have strong separability on the target class, it would be undesirable to include them if they are correlated. To
determine redundancy between features, the following equation is used:
min R(S, c), R =
1
|S|
∑
xi,xj∈S
I(xi;xj). (3)
By combining Equations 2 and 3, we can find a subset of features that are maximally relevant with minimum
redundancy:
max Φ(D,R), Φ = D −R. (4)
In practice, Equation 4 can be implemented incrementally as follows:
max
xi∈X−Sm−1
[I(xj ; c)−
1
m− 1
∑
xi∈Sm−1
I(xj ;xi)]. (5)
in this equation, the method starts by seeking a single feature xk that is maximally relevant to target class, and
includes xk in the set S1. From the remaining features X − S1, it then seeks next feature that is maximally
relevant to target class but minimally redundant with features that have been selected in S1. The selected feature
with feature set S1 forms feature set S2. This process iterates until the feature number has reached m features,
S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Sm−1 ⊂ Sm.
3. METHODS
The method aims for selecting a subset of features most discriminative for classification from a feature set with
many potentially redundant or noisy features. To avoid exhaustive search, the Minimum Redundancy Maximum
Relevance (MRMR) with a given feature number is applied on the data, and the performance of Adaboost on
the projected feature data is used as a criteria in a designed fitness function to determine the optimal number
of features. Once the optimal number is fixed, the subset of features is determined.
3.1 Fitness function
To determine the best number of features, a searching criterion has to be defined. Classification performance
and the number of selected features are used to design a fitness function. Traditional metrics that consider
classification errors as equally important may fail to accurately evaluate the classifier due to the imbalanced
datasets of CAD. By reflecting the trade-off between the positive class and negative class accuracies the Receiver
Operating Characteristics curve better suits the highly imbalanced problem. A ROC curve is a plot of the
sensitivity on the y-axis against false positive rate on the x-axis as a decision function threshold is varied. The
area under the curve (AUC) can be used as a performance metric to cope with cost-sensitive classification in
imbalanced data.15 Accordingly, we use the area under curve (AUC) to evaluate the performance of classifier
on the given feature subset of validation data. The AUC is estimated by Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistics.16
Our fitness function is defined as follows:
fitness = Wauc ×AUC +
Wf
Nf
(6)
where Wauc is the weight for AdaBoost classifier performance, Wf is the weight for the feature number, Nf is
the feature number.
3.2 Feature selection scheme
Subset feature selection can be generated in a search strategy with certain criteria. We perform a sequential
forward search in an incremental manner (as shown in Figure 2). MRMR was applied to the training data to
obtain a series of feature sets S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Sm−1 ⊂ Sm. AdaBoost was trained on the training data with
selected subset of features. The generated model is then applied to the validation data on the selected feature
subset. The decision function value given by the model is then used as the confidence of prediction. The threshold
can be adjusted to generate a ROC curve. With this decision function value and target class, we computed the
AUC by Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistics to determine the performance for the given feature subset.
Searching from the minimum number of features to the maximum, we can obtain AUC values for each given
feature number. However, this selection is vulnerable to the variance of the data distribution resulting from data
noise and random downsampling for training. To reduce the variance of estimation and make the selection more
reliable, it is important to introduce a bagging approach. We repeatedly divided the data M (an odd number)
times with random initializations and performed the same experiment as shown in Figure 2. The average of
AUC for each number of features is then used to estimate fitness value in Equation 6. The one with best fitness
value is chosen as the optimal feature number. The models generated on these different training data with the
selected optimal feature subset will be combined together to predict future data by simple voting. The majority
votes of class category will be the final prediction.
While Adaboost has a built-in feature selection mechanism, the scheme we propose makes use of MRMR’s
ability to reduce irrelevancy and redundancy makes the classifier focus on the most discriminative feature set.
Bagging further produces a more reliable and stable feature selection. The selected feature subset is much smaller
than the one selected by AdaBoost; this reduces the complexity of the generated models and achieves better
generalization on the independent test data. The reduced set of features avoids computation of unnecessary
features and thus improves the efficiency.
Figure 2. The flowchart of MRMR employed bagged AdaBoost algorithm.
4. EXPERIMENT
4.1 Data preparation
The CT colonography data in our experiments were obtained from 68 3D CT volumes containing prone and
supine scans collected from seven hospitals. On each slice, the average pixel dimensions were 0.73 mm by 0.73
mm and the slice thickness ranged between 0.6 mm to 1.25 mm. A large number of cases were acquired using a
fecal and/or fluid tagging protocol. Three medical experts annotated the scans and 106 polyps were identified.
The polyps ranged in size from 5 to 20 mm and were marked by 111 polyp regions including few multiple
detections. There were 171 features available for each sample; including the size of the structure, statistics (such
as mean, standard deviation, entropy) of intensity, shape index map,4 curvedness map, gradient concentration
(GC) 4 , directional gradient concentration (DGC), Sato’s shape features,17 Law’s energy texture.18
The data was randomly divided into two parts with 48 (70%) scans for training and validation and 20 (30%)
scans for independent testing, ensuring the training and test scans were of different patients. In the training
data and testing data, we randomly divided half of polyp regions and half the non-polyp regions into a training
set and the other half are into a validation set as hold-out to estimate the performance for that selected feature
subset. The non-polyp candidates in training data were downsampled so that the ratio between polyp regions
and non-polyp regions was 1 : 5.
Method Features selected Sensitivity Specificity FPs AUC
AdaBoost 120 0.7436 0.9049 6.85 0.82425
AdaMRMR 19 0.8718 0.8549 10.45 0.8633
Table 1. Performance of AdaBoost, AdaMRMR on independent set. Features selected from a total set of 171 possible
features.
4.2 Results
We performed two experiments using AdaBoost and AdaBoost with MRMR (AdaMRMR). To reduce the variance
of estimation as mentioned above, we generated training data and validation data 9 times randomly. For each
of the 9 datasets of training and validation, MRMR was performed on training data, AdaBoost was trained on
the training data with the selected subset and tested on the validation data. In the fitness function Equation 6,
the AUC is set to be average of AUC values obtained for that number of feature subsets of different generated
data using Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistics. We set Wauc = 0.9 and Wf = 0.1. Figure 3 shows the fitness
value for each number of feature set. The best number of features is the one with the maximum fitness value, as
shown at the peak of curve.
Figure 3. Fitness for each number of feature subset, performed by AdaMRMR.
Figure 3 has shown that the AdaMRMR has the maximum fitness value at feature number 4. AdaMRMR
may find different features each time; in total, 19 features were used by 9 generated models as shown in Table 1.
Figure 4 gives an example of scatter plot of four features selected by AdaMRMR and it shows a high degree
of discrimination visually. We compared the result of this to without feature selection, where AdaBoost was
applied directly on the whole feature set. AdaMRMR selected a much smaller feature set by merely 11 percent of
the 171 total feature set comparing to 70 percent chosen by AdaBoost. We combine the generated 9 models for
Adaboost and AdaMRMR respectively. Given the independent data set, each individual will make a prediction
and the majority will be used as the final decision. As shown in the Table 1, the AUC of AdaMRMR on the
independent data is 0.8633, outperforming AdaBoost’s 0.82245.
The results show that AdaMRMR makes the classifier focus on the most discriminative feature set. Bagging
them together makes the feature selection more reliable and stable. The selected feature subset is much smaller
than the one selected by AdaBoost; this reduces the complexity of the generated models and achieves better gen-
eralization on the independent test data. Using significantly reduced feature set, Adaboost avoids computation
of unnecessary features and thus improves the efficiency.
Figure 4. Scatter plot for features: mean of DGC,4 mean of 10 maximum values of DGC and entropy of line map.17
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel feature selection scheme for the task of detecting colon polyps in CT colonography.
The proposed method effectively combines mutual information feature selection with AdaBoost. In addition,
a bagging approach was applied to reduce the variance and make the selection more stable and reliable. With
the help of the measures of mutual information, AdaBoost can focus on important, non-redundant features
for classification. A sequential forward search was conducted to determine the optimal feature subset by the
proposed criteria. The result demonstrates the promise of using a much smaller feature set than the whole
feature sets which gives better generalization performance on independent data.
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